4D Chan Kwan To

Writing an Information Poster
Topic: Your school wants to participate in Countryside Clean-up Challenge organized
by a green group. Complete the following sections of the information poster to
promote the event and to encourage students and their families to take part.
Countryside Clean-up Challenge
Sunday, 12th March, 2018
Aim: To help clean-up Hong Kong country parks
Why Take Part
In recent years, huge amount of rubbish is being disposed every minute, affecting both
environment and human. Countryside is supposed to be a healthy clean place with
fresh air. However, many people leave trash on the ground, polluting the countryside.
This is the reason why you should take part in this countryside Clean-up Challenge.
The second reason for joining this event is to educate the students about littering and
its effects on the natural world. Some people might not know the consequences of
littering and you can teach them so that they must not leave rubbish next time and
raise the awareness on environmental protection.
Where To Clean Up
The location of this event is Ma On Shan Country Park. We will be cleaning the
Maclehose Trail, which the length is around 10 km. We will start from Pak Tam Chung
and end at Tuen Mun.
In case you don’t know much about this trail, let me tell you more about it. Maclehose
Trail is the earliest long-distance hiking trails in Hong Kong. Most of the trail revolves
around mountains, which means you can enjoy the spectacular scenery. I ensure you
will not be bored when cleaning the trails.
What To Wear And What To Bring Along
For clothing, I highly suggest you should wear hats and sunglass as the sun will shine
brightly in the sky. Also you should wear light clothes for the same reason. We will rest
regularly to prevent you from exhaustion, so you should bring some water, staying
hydrated is crucial in a hot day. One last thing to remind you is that you should bring
your sunscreen along that day.

